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ABSTRACT
The formation and evolution of the solar system is closely related to the abundance of volatiles, namely water,
ammonia, and methane in the protoplanetary disk. Accurate measurement of volatiles in the solar system is therefore
important for understanding not only the nebular hypothesis and origin of life but also planetary cosmogony as
a whole. In this work, we propose a new remote sensing technique to infer the outer planets’ water content
by measuring Tremendously and Extremely Low Frequency (TLF–ELF) electromagnetic wave characteristics
(Schumann resonances) excited by lightning in their gaseous envelopes. Schumann resonance detection can be
potentially used for constraining the uncertainty of volatiles of the giant planets, mainly Uranus and Neptune,
because such TLF–ELF wave signatures are closely related to the electric conductivity profile and water content.
Key words: planets and satellites: composition – planets and satellites: formation – planets and satellites: physical
evolution – protoplanetary disks – space vehicles: instruments – waves
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1. INTRODUCTION
The nebular hypothesis is the prevailing model to explain
the formation and evolution of the solar system; specifically,
the Solar Nebular Model receives most attention and, to some
extent, is able to explain several characteristics of the solar
system planets, namely distribution and migration, and the
composition of the initial protoplanetary disk and subsequent
accretion processes (e.g., Tsiganis et al. 2005). According to
theory, the accretion processes induce formation of silicates
and grains of ice and dust that eventually coagulate in small
planetesimals and planetary embryos. Detailed analyses of these
processes are not the aim of this work; thorough, comprehensive
descriptions can be found elsewhere (e.g., Benz et al. 2000;
Kallenbach et al. 2003). Nonetheless, it is important to mention
that the water vapor and ice contents in the gaseous giants,
and consequently in the protoplanetary disk volatile inventory,
remain largely unknown. Measurements of the water content
in the atmosphere of Jupiter and Saturn have been made by
various spacecraft (Mahaffy et al. 2000; Baines et al. 2009), but
generalization to the entire fluid envelope of the two planets is
not possible. Because of limited in situ measurements, even the
accuracy of the Jovian planets (Jupiter and Saturn) aeronomy
models cannot be validated, and the water content in Uranus and
Neptune is still more uncertain. Since most volatiles in the core
of the primordial solar nebula are dissociated or diffused toward
the outer regions during the accretion process due to temperature
increase, accurate estimates of water in the giant planets and
beyond would be valuable to assess volatile inventories in the
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protoplanetary disk. For example, bombardment of the inner
planets by comets and asteroids originating from the outer
solar system delivers water and other volatiles; terrestrial water
originates, substantially, from cometary bombardment, possibly
including the building blocks of life (e.g., Encrenaz 2008;
Cooper et al. 2001).
Constraining initial parameterization of the protoplanetary
disk is important for a better understanding of the solar system
origin and evolution. For example, the distribution of rocky, icy,
and gaseous bodies resulting from the protosolar nebula is linked
to volatiles’ abundance and to the location of the “snow line”.
The snow line, also known as ice or frost line, establishes the
boundary in the protoplanetary disk beyond which hydrogenated
molecules, namely water, methane, and ammonia, were cool
enough (∼150 K) to condense and form ice grains. During the
early stages of the solar system formation, the snow line was
presumably located several AU from the protosun, separating
the inner rocky (metals and silicates) and outer icy/gaseous
(hydrogen, helium, and ices) regions (e.g., Lodders 2004).
Since the ionization energy of helium is significantly higher
than that of molecular hydrogen (25 versus 15 eV), electrical
conductivity of the interior of the giant planets is mainly due to
hydrogen and driven by thermodynamic parameters such as tem-
perature, pressure, and density as a function of depth. Several
processes contribute to increase the electrical conductivity de-
pending on distribution and nature of impurities. The ionization
energy of water, methane, and ammonia is about 12.6, 12.6, and
10.1 eV, providing a direct contribution to conductivity increase.
In addition to a stoichiometric contribution, composition also
plays indirect roles in conductivity, mainly in the atmosphere,
as a consequence of enhancement of aerosol–cloud interactions,
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electrophilic species chemistry, phase change, droplet forma-
tion, ion attachment, etc. Although the reaction mechanisms in
the environment of giant planets are markedly different from
those taking place on Earth, the dielectric properties of water,
for example, are remarkably diverse in the solid, liquid, and
gas phases (e.g., Petrenko & Whitworth 2002) and can drive
nucleation and clustering, as well as condensation and freezing,
thus modifying charged particles mobility and recombination
rates. Complementary information on volatiles in the gas gi-
ants, namely Uranus and Neptune, can be found in the work by
Liu (2006). Effects of aerosols and water vapor in atmospheric
conductivity and electromagnetic wave propagation in the at-
mosphere and ionosphere of Earth, namely in the ELF range,
can be found elsewhere (Simo˜es et al. 2011a and references
therein).
Electromagnetic waves are able to penetrate into the shallow
interior of gaseous planets and respond to the depth-dependent
electrical conductivity of the atmosphere. This is set by the lo-
cal thermodynamic state at any depth within the interior of the
planet. In the case of the Earth, the surface and ionosphere form
a closed cavity where electromagnetic waves can propagate. The
closed cavity supports a set of normal electromagnetic modes
with characteristics that depend on the physical dimensions of
the cavity. When an impulsive electrical current such as light-
ning occurs within the cavity, the normal modes are excited to
form the Schumann resonance spectrum. The Schumann res-
onance phenomenon has been extensively used to investigate
the lightning–thunderstorm connection. Schumann resonances
have been conjectured to be excited in planetary environments
that possess ionosphere and show evidence for electrical activ-
ity, from Venus to Neptune, as well as Titan, the largest moon
of Saturn with a thick atmosphere (Simo˜es et al. 2008c). Unlike
Venus, Mars, and Titan, where atmospheric electric discharging
phenomena remain uncertain, excitation of Tremendously and
Extremely Low Frequency (TLF–ELF)10 electromagnetic nor-
mal modes in the atmospheres of the outer planets is thought to
be highly probable. For Jupiter and Saturn, in particular, light-
ning activity is certain because both very low frequency (VLF)
and optical signatures attributed to lightning have been detected
by various spacecraft (see Yair et al. 2008 for a review). The nor-
mal mode frequencies of the Schumann resonances are related to
cavity radius and medium conductivity, which in turn is depen-
dent on the water vapor and ice abundances in the fluid envelope
(Sentman 1990b; Liu 2006; Simo˜es et al. 2008a). Detection of
the Schumann resonances and a study of their properties could
therefore indirectly yield the water content in the shallow inte-
riors of these planets by way of its effects on the conductivity
profile.
Recent detection of the terrestrial Schumann resonances from
orbit by the Communications/Navigation Outage Forecast-
ing System (C/NOFS) satellite (Simo˜es et al. 2011b) unveils
new capabilities for the investigation of planetary atmospheric
electricity in other planets from orbit. Previously, Schumann
resonance assessments required descent probes, balloons, or
landers, but the C/NOFS results provide an original, remote
sensing technique for TLF–ELF wave detection onboard or-
biters; measurements in orbit are generally more versatile than
10 The nomenclature Ultra Low Frequency (ULF) is often used in ionospheric
and magnetospheric sciences to designate frequencies below 3 Hz. For the
sake of clarity and since this work is mostly related to electromagnetic wave
propagation, we use the acronym TLF-ELF to define the frequency range
0.3-30 Hz, following the high frequency radio band classification analogy of
the International Telecommunication Union.
in situ measurements. Complementary information on the use-
fulness of Schumann resonance remote sensing for atmospheric
electricity investigations can be found in a review by Aplin et al.
(2008).
In the following, after a brief theoretical description of the
phenomenon, we examine the suitability of using Schumann
resonances for determining the water/ice content in the fluid
envelopes of the outer planets and, consequently, proving
constraint on the volatile inventory of the protosolar nebula,
hence providing new constraints for solar system formation
models.
2. SCHUMANN RESONANCE THEORY
The propagation of low frequency electromagnetic waves
within the cavity formed by two, highly conductive, concentric,
spherical shells, such as those formed by the surface and the
ionosphere of Earth, was first studied by Schumann (1952),
and the resonance signatures of the cavity subsequently were
observed in ELF spectra by Balser and Wagner (1960). Such
a closed cavity supports both electric and magnetic normal
modes. The lowest frequency of these modes is the transverse-
magnetic mode of order zero (TM0) also sometimes called the
transverse-electromagnetic (TEM) mode. These normal modes
have an electric polarization that is radial, and a magnetic
polarization that is perpendicular to the electric field and tangent
to the surface of the planet. The modes may be excited by
impulsive current sources within the cavity that, when observed
as banded spectra, are known as the Schumann resonances.
This phenomenon has been extensively used in atmospheric
electricity investigations on Earth. Figure 1 presents a sketch of
the Schumann resonance phenomenon in planetary cavities. On
Earth, anisotropy due to the geomagnetic field allows for ELF
wave leakage through the ionosphere (dashed line), a result also
plausible in planetary environments that possess a significant
magnetic field. The diagram on the right-hand side illustrates
the major characteristics of the cavity, including the domain
of our numerical model. For the sake of clarity, we define the
interior of the giant planets as the region where the pressure is
larger than 1 bar; this reference level also determines the radius
of the planet. The gaseous envelope refers to the gas component
of the interior, the atmosphere, and the ionosphere. The inner
boundary of the numerical model is located near the solid or
liquid interface. The outer boundary is placed in the ionosphere
or magnetosphere; the latter is useful for investigating cavity
leakage, namely computing the electric field variation with
distance.
The normal mode frequencies (eigenfrequencies) of order n,
fn, of a lossless, thin spherical cavity can be computed from
(Schumann 1952):
fn = c2πR
√
n(n + 1), (1)
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, R the radius of the
cavity (planet), and n = 1, 2, 3, . . . the corresponding order
of the eigenmode. Taking into account the cavity thickness
and medium losses, a more accurate approximation of the
eigenfrequencies yields
fn ≈ c2πR
⎛
⎝n(n + 1) 1 − hR
εr
(
1 + i σ
εr εo2πfn
)
⎞
⎠
1/2
, (2)
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Figure 1. Sketch of the Schumann resonance phenomenon in planetary cavities. The diagram on the right-hand side illustrates the major characteristics of the cavity,
including the domain of our numerical model. The radius of the planet, R, corresponds to an atmospheric pressure of 1 bar.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
where h is the effective height of the ionosphere, εr is the relative
permittivity, σ is the conductivity of a uniform medium, and εo
is the permittivity of vacuum. The outer boundary is chosen
such that the skin depth, δh, is much smaller at its location than
the effective height of the ionosphere, and
δh ∼=
√
2
μoωσ
 h, (3)
with μo the permeability of vacuum and ω the angular frequency
of the normal mode. Although merely valid under the assump-
tions h  R, σ  ωεo, and medium uniformity, Equation (2)
provides a simple method for assessing the eigenfrequency vari-
ation with cavity thickness and medium losses; increasing these
two parameters decreases the eigenfrequencies.
In addition to the eigenfrequencies, the cavity is characterized
by a second parameter, known as the Q-factor, which measures
the ratio of the accumulated field power to the power lost
during one oscillation period. The Q-factor measures the wave
attenuation in the cavity and is defined by
Qn ≡ Re(fn)2 Im(fn) ≈
f
p
n
ΔFpn
, (4)
where Re and Im are the real and imaginary parts of fn, andΔf pn is
the FWHM of peak n, f pn , in the Schumann resonance frequency.
Good propagation conditions in the cavity (Im(fn)→0), i.e., low
wave attenuation, imply narrow spectral lines and, consequently,
high Q-factors.
Modeling ELF wave propagation on Earth is relatively
straightforward compared to other planetary environments be-
cause several approximations are acceptable, namely (1) the
cavity is thin, (2) the surface is a perfect electric conductor, (3)
the conductivity profile is approximately exponential, and (4)
atmospheric permittivity corrections can be neglected. These
conditions allow for longitudinal and transverse modes decou-
pling and simplify the analytical calculations (Greifinger &
Greifinger 1978; Sentman 1990a). Unlike that of Earth, thick
cavities containing dense atmospheres and sometimes unde-
fined surfaces are more difficult to investigate, and numerical
modeling is required. In this work, we use a finite element model
previously employed to the study of TLF–ELF wave propaga-
tion in planetary cavities. This model solves Maxwell equations
under full wave harmonic propagation (Simo˜es 2007; Simo˜es
et al. 2007), eigenmode (Simo˜es et al. 2008a, 2008b), and tran-
sient formalisms (Simo˜es et al. 2009).
3. SCHUMANN RESONANCES ON EARTH
AND PLANETARY CONTEXT
3.1 Earth Results Summary
In the last decades, significant accomplishments have been
reported in Schumann resonance measurements and model-
ing. Indeed, continuous monitoring of ELF waves from mul-
tiple stations around the world has been used to investigate
lightning–thunderstorm and tropospheric–ionospheric connec-
tions, because Schumann resonance signatures are mostly driven
by lightning activity and ionosphere variability. The interaction
between the solar wind and the ionosphere distorts and mod-
ulates the upper boundary and the resultant cavity eigenfre-
quencies. The Schumann resonance signatures therefore vary
over the 11 year solar cycle, as well as shorter temporal events
such as solar flares; observations also show that the resonance
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amplitude, frequency, and cavity Q-factor vary during solar pro-
ton events. Another major interest of Schumann resonance stud-
ies on Earth is concerned with the processes linking lightning
and thunderstorm activity to the global electric circuit. Cur-
rently, Schumann resonance studies of the Earth-ionosphere
cavity are driven by three major research fields related to at-
mospheric electricity, specifically (1) the global electric circuit
and transient luminous events such as sprites, (2) tropospheric
weather and climate change, and (3) space weather effects. The
most important Schumann resonance characteristics measured
on the ground include: f ∼= 7.8, 14.3, 20.8, 27.3, 33.8 Hz, . . . ,
Q ∼ 5, E ∼ 0.3 mVm−1Hz−1/2, and B ∼ 1 pT, where E and B
are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. This work is
focused on the outer planets, so we shall not elaborate further on
Earth Schumann resonance matters, but the interested reader can
find additional details in several reviews (Galejs 1972; Bliokh
et al. 1980; Sentman 1995; Nickolaenko & Hayakawa 2002;
Simo˜es et al. 2011a).
3.2 Planetary Environments
The existence of Schumann resonances has been conjectured
for most planets and a few moons. Mercury and our Moon,
where lack of any significant atmosphere prevents the formation
of a surface-ionosphere cavity, are obvious exceptions. Since a
detailed description of each environment is not fundamental
at this stage, we shall summarize the results relevant to this
work only; additional information can be found elsewhere (see
Simo˜es et al. 2008c for a review). In theory, normal modes of any
cavity can be excited, provided a sufficiently strong impulsive
excitation source is present to generate them. If the modes are not
critically damped by high conductivity within the cavity, they
would form a spectrum of distinct lines at the eigenfrequencies.
One of the first questions to be answered is therefore the nature
of the conductivity within the ionospheric-atmospheric cavities
of the various planets of the solar system.
3.2.1 Venus
Three major characteristics distinguish the cavity of Venus
from that of the Earth: (1) the surface is not a perfect reflector
of ELF waves, (2) the cavity is more asymmetric, and (3) the
atmospheric density is larger. Moreover, although new reports
by Russell et al. (2010) based on Venus Express data suggest that
lightning activity is prevalent on Venus, the issue still remains
controversial. This is mainly due to the lack of unequivocal
optical observations of flashes in the clouds and a plausible
required charging mechanism that will generate strong enough
electrical fields to ensure breakdown in relatively short times
to match the postulated rate (e.g., Yair et al. 2008). There
are nevertheless at least two works claiming observation of
optical lightning on Venus: one performed on board Venera
9 (Krasnopol’sky 1980) and another with a terrestrial telescope
(Hansell et al. 1995). On the other hand, Michael et al. (2009)
suggest that low abundance of aerosols and high conductivity of
the atmosphere appear to rule out lightning activity, at least
in the 40–70 km altitude region. According to their study,
the ratio of negative to positive charges resulting from charge
transfer of ions and attachment of electrons in the clouds is
found to be very large, preventing electric field effective build-
up. In addition to optical and whistler dispersion signatures,
investigation of Schumann resonance on Venus would provide
complementary means to infer electric activity and potentially
settle the disagreement. Although the expected Schumann
eigenfrequencies are similar to those of Earth, surface losses can
possibly lower the frequencies by as much as ∼1 Hz compared
to those expected in a cavity with perfectly reflecting surface.
Cavity asymmetry partially removes eigenmode degeneracy and
line splitting should be more marked than on Earth (∼1 Hz). ELF
wave attenuation is smaller than on Earth and, consequently,
higher Q-factors are expected (Q ∼ 10). The most interesting
feature, however, might concern the electric field altitude profile.
Because of a significant atmospheric density, it is predicted
that the Schumann resonance electric field profile should show
a maximum at an altitude of ∼32 km, induced by refraction
phenomena (Simo˜es et al. 2008b), instead of a monotonic profile
as on Earth. At this altitude, cavity curvature is balanced by
atmospheric refraction and the wave vector is horizontal; this
phenomenon is also predicted when the Fermat principle or ray
tracing techniques are employed for much shorter wavelengths:
at ∼32 km, a horizontal light beam propagates horizontally
around the planet if scattering is negligible.
3.2.2 Mars
The electric environment of Mars remains uncertain despite
the significant amount of data provided by several orbiters and
landers over recent decades. Additionally, a highly heteroge-
neous surface and irregular magnetic field make models more
complex and unreliable. Although the Martian cavity radius
suggests higher eigenfrequencies than on Earth, the signifi-
cant atmospheric conductivity decreases Schumann resonance
frequencies and Q-factors as well. The fundamental eigenfre-
quency probably lies in the range 8–13 Hz; the most significant
result, though, is a low Q-factor (Q ∼ 2) that implies significant
wave attenuation. Although high frequency radiation from glow
discharge is plausible (Farrell et al. 1999), modeling predicts
large conductivity in the Martian troposphere and stratosphere
(Michael et al. 2008) that results in significant wave dump-
ing and possibly hinders development of Schumann resonance
modes. Thus, it is not clear whether triboelectric phenomena,
even in massive dust storms, can sustain ELF resonances in
the cavity. Interestingly, Schumann resonance monitoring could
contribute to the study of a sporadic ionospheric layer probably
induced by meteoroids (Molina-Cuberos et al. 2006). Attempts
to remotely-sense the electromagnetic signature of the postu-
lated electrical activity on Mars have been undertaken from
Mars orbit and from Earth-based instruments. Ruf et al. (2009)
conducted daily 5 hr measurements using a new instrument
on the Deep Space Network radio telescope, and reported the
detection of non-thermal radiation for a few hours that coin-
cided with the occurrence of a deep dust storm on Mars. The
spectrum of the non-thermal radiation showed significant peaks
around predicted values of the lowest three modes of the Mar-
tian Schumann resonance (e.g., Pechony & Price 2004). Since
Schumann resonance radiation is formed by discharges excit-
ing the surface-ionosphere cavity, Ruf et al. (2009) interpreted
their observations as indicative for the occurrence of lightning
within the dust storm. However, the ELF peaks reported im-
ply large Q-factors (Q > 100) and are almost equally spaced
over the frequency range, contradicting a straightforward Schu-
mann resonance interpretation. Anderson et al. (2011) used the
Allen Telescope Array in an attempt to corroborate the previ-
ous results but did not detect any non-thermal emission asso-
ciated with electrostatic discharges; it is nevertheless important
to emphasize that they did not detect large-scale dust storms
either. Gurnett et al. (2010) used the Mars Express MARSIS
instrument to look for impulsive radio signals from lightning
discharges of Martian dust storms and reported negative results.
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The search covered ∼5 years of data and spanned altitudes from
275 km to 1400 km and frequencies from 4.0 to 5.5 MHz, with
a time resolution of 91.4 μs and a detection threshold of 2.8 ×
10−18 W m−2 Hz−1. At comparable altitudes the intensity of
terrestrial lightning is several orders of magnitude above this
threshold. Although two major dust storms and many small
storms occurred during the search period, no credible detec-
tions of radio signals from lightning were observed. The claim
of Schumann resonance detection on Mars must be interpreted
with extreme caution and requires confirmation.
3.2.3 Titan
Titan, the largest moon of Saturn, is the only body, other
than Earth, where in situ measurements related to Schumann
resonance have been attempted. Although convective clouds
and storm systems have been detected in Cassini images,
their composition, dynamics, and microphysics seem to be
unconducive to the emergence of electrical activity (Barth &
Rafkin, 2010). And indeed, despite repeated passages near
Titan, Cassini did not detect any radio signature that can be
attributed to lightning (Fischer & Gurnett 2011). The Huygens
probe did record ELF spectra during the descent upon Titan that
exhibit a peak close to 36 Hz (Fulchignoni et al. 2005; Grard
et al. 2006). Several laboratory tests on the flight spare and
mockup models, including antenna boom vibration at cryogenic
temperatures, revealed no artifact at the same frequency. In spite
of progresses in Titan cavity modeling, the nature of this signal
remained unclear for a while because the electric field signature
was not fully consistent with that of a Schumann resonance
(Simo˜es et al. 2007; Be´ghin et al. 2007). The few VLF events
recorded by Huygens, if related at all to lightning activity, imply
a much lower flash rate than on Earth (Hofe 2005; Simo˜es
2007), inconsistent with the magnitude of the 36 Hz spectral line
(Be´ghin et al. 2007). Presently, the most promising mechanism
that could explain the Huygens measurements involves an ion-
acoustic turbulence resulting from the interaction of Titan with
the magnetosphere of Saturn (Be´ghin et al. 2007, 2009). Since
Titan’s surface is a weak reflector (δh > 103 km), ELF waves
would propagate in the subsurface down to a depth where
they would be reflected (δh < 10 km) by a water–ammonia
liquid interface (Simo˜es et al. 2007). Theoretical models predict
the existence of a subsurface ocean (e.g., Lunine & Stevenson
1987; Tobie et al. 2005), and the Huygens probe measurements
have been used for constraining the solid–liquid interface
depth (Be´ghin et al. 2012). From a comparative planetology
perspective, the surface properties of Titan fall between those of
a perfect reflector, like on Earth, and those of a fuzzy, ill-defined
surface, like on the giant planets.
3.2.4 Giant Planets
To our knowledge, only two works on TLF–ELF wave
propagation and Schumann resonance in the giant planets have
previously been published. Sentman (1990b) calculated the
Schumann resonance parameters for Jupiter by computing from
first principles the conductivity profile of shallow interior, then
by assuming a perfectly conducting ionosphere estimating the
eigenfrequencies and Q-factors. Since Jupiter’s radius is one
order of magnitude larger than that of Earth, the expected
Schumann resonances are about 10 fold smaller (Equation (1)).
Simo˜es et al. (2008a) considered improved conductivity profiles
and also included the permittivity contribution because the
cavity’s inner boundary is located deep within the gaseous
envelope, where refraction phenomena play a role. In the latter
work, the wave propagation model was generalized to the
other giant planets because similar conditions apply. Unlike the
Jovian planets where measurements provided some atmospheric
composition constrains, the water content uncertainty in the
fluid envelopes of Uranus and Neptune is significant, implying
electric conductivity profiles possibly differing by several orders
of magnitude (Liu 2006; Liu et al. 2008). Simo˜es et al. (2008a)
showed that Schumann resonance measurements could be used
to constrain the conductivity profile and the water content. The
detection by C/NOFS of ELF waves leaking into space from
the Earth surface-ionosphere cavity prompts a new approach for
the investigation of Schumann resonances in other planets and,
consequently, of the water content in their gaseous envelopes.
3.3 C/NOFS Measurements
The Vector Electric Field Instrument (VEFI) on the C/NOFS
satellite offers new capabilities for the investigation of planetary
atmospheric electricity, demonstrating that ELF wave detection
no longer requires in situ techniques. VEFI consists primarily
of three orthogonal 20 m tip-to-tip double probe antennas (Pfaff
1996) and is dedicated to the investigation of ionospheric irreg-
ularities, namely spread-F and related phenomena, and to the
improvement of space weather forecast. The instrument mea-
sures AC and DC electric and magnetic fields; it also includes
lightning optical detectors and a Langmuir probe (Pfaff et al.
2010). In the nominal mode, the VEFI electric field sampling
is 512 s−1, with sensitivity better than 10 nVm−1Hz−1/2. Re-
markably, C/NOFS detected Schumann resonances from orbit,
in the altitude range of 400–850 km, above the ionospheric
F-peak, i.e., outside the surface-ionosphere cavity. These signa-
tures are unambiguous, and more perceptible and clear under
specific conditions: in a quiet ionosphere, during nighttime,
over equatorial regions developing mesoscale convective sys-
tems, while intense lightning bursts are seen. Figure 2 shows
typical electric field data recorded on 2008 May 31 during mini-
mum solar activity. Spectrograms of the meridional/vertical and
zonal/horizontal components are presented, as well as mean
spectra integrated through the whole orbit for better peak vi-
sualization. Data are calibrated but intentionally not filtered to
illustrate VEFI measurements robustness, namely instrument
sensitivity and Schumann resonance features resolution. The
Schumann resonance amplitude varies between about 0.01–0.1
and 0.1–3 μVm−1 Hz−1/2 during day and nighttime, re-
spectively. During nighttime, the average electric field is
∼0.25 μVm−1 Hz−1/2 in the altitude range covered by C/NOFS.
Based on modeling, plasma anisotropy seems to allow ELF
wave propagation through the ionosphere in the plane perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field (e.g., Madden & Thompson 1965;
Grimalsky et al. 2005), bearing resemblance to resonance tun-
neling phenomena of waves in stratified cold plasma (Budden
1979). Although more elaborate modeling is necessary to un-
derstand the leakage mechanism thoroughly, propagation in the
whistler and extraordinary modes seem compatible with the ob-
served results. These C/NOFS findings suggest that new remote
sensing capabilities for atmospheric electricity investigations in
the vicinity of planets possessing an internal magnetic field
could be envisaged from an orbiter.
4. OUTER PLANETS DYNAMICS AND EVOLUTION
4.1 Giant Planets Composition
The formation of the gaseous giant planets remains a mys-
tery because current theories are incapable of explaining how
5
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Figure 2. VEFI electric field data recorded on 2008 May 31 during orbits 666 and 667 (top and bottom panels). Spectrogram (left) and mean spectrum computed all
through the orbit (right). The top and bottom panels refer to meridional and zonal components, respectively. The fuzzy horizontal lines seen mostly during nighttime
in the left panels and the spectral peaks on the right-hand side correspond to Schumann resonance eigenmodes.
their cores can form fast enough and accumulate considerable
amounts of gas before the protosolar nebula disappears. In fact,
the lifetime of the protoplanetary disk seems to be shorter than
the time necessary for planetary core formation. Another open
question related to the giant planets formation is their migration.
Likely, interaction with the disk causes rapid inward migration
and planets would reach the inner regions of the solar system
still as sub-Jovian objects, i.e., mostly as solid bodies (e.g.,
Benz et al. 2000). On the other hand, according to the nebular
hypothesis, Uranus and Neptune are currently located where
the low density of the protoplanetary disk would have made
their formation improbable. They are believed to have formed
in orbits near Jupiter and Saturn and migrated outward to their
present positions (e.g., Kallenbach et al. 2003). The unknown
abundance of volatiles in the protosolar nebula leads to uncer-
tainty on its gravitational and thermodynamic parameters and
hampers the development of accurate accretion models (Guillot
2005). Therefore, an accurate assessment of the ice fraction of
volatiles in the giant planets is required for providing a better
estimate of the protoplanetary disk initial composition and an
improved model of the solar system evolution.
4.2 Jupiter and Saturn
The atmospheres of the Jovian planets are mainly composed
of hydrogen and helium with minor mole fractions of other
constituents, namely ammonia, methane, and water. Although
remote sensing or in situ measurements of Jupiter and Saturn
atmospheres have been made, the global composition, and
water content in particular, remains uncertain. Additionally, a
generalization of the atmospheric composition to the entire fluid
envelope may be too broad. In the present work, we consider
the conductivity profiles computed by Sentman (1990b), Nellis
et al. (1996), and Liu (2006). The electrical conductivity of
the interiors of Jupiter and Saturn is mainly due to hydrogen;
the mean composition is shown in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the
conductivity profile as a function of the planet normalized radial
distance.
The conductivity saturation (plateau) is due to hydrogen
metallization (Nellis et al. 1996) but TLF wave reflection takes
place at lower depths. We consider conductivity profiles derived
by Sentman (1990b) for Jupiter and by Liu (2006) and Liu et al.
(2008) for Jupiter and Saturn.
4.3 Uranus and Neptune
Models predict that Uranus and Neptune (called the Uranian
planets in the rest of the paper) have similar internal structure
(e.g., Lewis 1995). Estimations based on physical character-
istics such as mass, gravity, and rotation period, and on ther-
modynamic properties as well, predict that the Uranian plan-
ets have an internal rocky core (iron, oxygen, magnesium, and
silicon—magnesium-silicate and iron compounds), surrounded
by a mixture of rock and ice (water, ammonia, methane), and
an external gaseous envelope (hydrogen and helium permeated
by an unknown fraction of ice). The intermediate envelope is
possibly liquid because of high pressure and temperature. Con-
sidering distances normalized to the radius of the planet, the
transition between the gaseous and intermediate envelopes is
located at ∼0.8 and 0.84 for Uranus and Neptune, respectively.
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Table 1
Planetary Cavities Characteristics
Planet R (R-d)/R (1) B h Envelope Composition
(km) (μT) (km)
Earth 6378 1 32 100 0.78 N2; 0.21 O2; 0.01 Ar (water vapor up to 1%)
Jupiter 71,493 0.84 420 900 0.82 H2; 0.18 He (ice traces)
Saturn 60,268 0.63 20 600 0.94 H2; 0.06 He (ice traces)
Uranus 25,559 0.8 23 600 (?) 0.74 H2; 0.26 He (ice up to 10%)
Neptune 24,764 0.84 14 400 (?) 0.68 H2; 0.32 He (ice up to 10%)
Notes. Comparison between Earth and giant planets cavity characteristics. The radius and magnetic field refer to equatorial values; since the magnetic
field of Uranus and Neptune is irregular and strongly inclined with respect to the rotation axis, values are merely indicative because, locally, they
can be fivefold higher (Ness et al. 1986; Connerney et al. 1991). The third column shows where the gaseous envelope may collapse into a solid or a
liquid, and gives an indication to defining the inner boundary of the cavity. The altitude, h, is evaluated for σ ∼ 10−3 Sm−1, corresponding to skin
depths of ∼5 and 10–15 km for Earth and the giant planets, respectively (cf. Simo˜es et al. 2008b). The composition of the envelope is selected from
Lewis (1995) and Liu (2006) and merely indicative due to significant uncertainty. However, further explanation is useful: on Earth, when water vapor
is included, composition exceeds 100%—in general, composition refers to a dry atmosphere; on the giant planets, impurities contribution is unknown
and composition refers to the expected envelope mean composition rather than atmospheric values.
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Figure 3. Conductivity profile of Jupiter and Saturn as a function of normalized
radius, Rˆ, where Rˆ = 1 corresponds to an atmospheric pressure of 1 bar. The
solid and dashed lines represent the mean and uncertainty envelope of the
conductivity. The profiles Jupiter-B and Saturn are adapted from Liu (2006).
The profile Jupiter-A is taken from Sentman (1990b).
In the present study, we are mainly concerned with the proper-
ties of the outer layer, the gaseous envelope, where TLF–ELF
waves would propagate. Figure 4 shows the conductivity pro-
files of the interior of Uranus and Neptune as functions of the
normalized radial distance. The sharp variation in conductivity
coincides with the transition between the outer and intermediate
envelopes. Conductivity may vary significantly, depending on
the water ice mixing ratio in the gaseous envelope. For the same
depth, a water mixing ratio of 0.1 might increase the conductiv-
ity by as much as 10 orders of magnitude compared to that of
a dry envelope, a fact that clearly illustrates the extreme sensi-
tivity of TLF–ELF wave propagation conditions to the gaseous
envelope water mixing ratio.
Unlike Jupiter and Saturn, the magnetic fields of the Uranian
planets are quite unusual. The magnetic fields of Uranus and
Neptune are tilted by 59◦ and 47◦ with respect to the axes
of rotation, and are also displaced from the planet’s center
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Figure 4. Conductivity profile of Uranus and Neptune as a function of
normalized radius, Rˆ, where Rˆ = 1 corresponds to an atmospheric pressure
of 1 bar. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond to 0, 0.01, and 0.1 water
content, respectively. The conductivity profiles are adapted from Liu (2006) and
Liu et al. (2008).
by 0.31 RU and 0.55 RN, respectively. This atypical magnetic
field structure results in highly asymmetric magnetospheres
and suggests that it is generated in the intermediate, possibly
liquid, envelope rather than in the core itself as in the other
planets (Ness et al. 1986; Connerney et al. 1991). In addition
to a strong quadrupolar moment contribution, Uranus sideways
rotation complicates even further the magnetic field distribution.
The magnetic field distribution is a second order correction for
eigenfrequency and Q-factor assessments because the medium
is highly collisional in most of the envelope. However, the
magnetic field correction is fundamental to investigate the cavity
leakage. The equatorial magnetic fields are given in Table 1.
5. NUMERICAL MODEL
The cavities of the gaseous giant planets are intricate, and
so the standard analytical approximations used for Earth are
unsuitable; thus, numerical modeling is necessary. We use an
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approach similar to that employed by Simo˜es et al. (2008a,
2008b) to study TLF–ELF wave propagation in planetary envi-
ronments. The numerical model is based on the finite element
method and solves Maxwell equations with specific boundary
conditions and medium properties. The algorithm calculates the
eigenfrequencies, Q-factors, and electromagnetic field distribu-
tion within the cavity. The most important parameters for run-
ning the numerical model include: (1) the conductivity profile
of the atmosphere and ionosphere, (σ iono), (2) the conductivity
profile of the interior (σ int), (3) the permittivity profile of the
interior (εint), (4) the depth of the inner boundary (d), and (5) the
height of the outer boundary (h). The inner and outer boundaries
are located where δh  d and δh  h, respectively, where δh ∼
10 km. The inner boundary coincides roughly with the interface
between the gaseous envelope and the metal (Jupiter, Saturn)
or icy/liquid (Uranus, Neptune) medium (Liu 2006; Liu et al.
2008).
The atmospheric conductivity is computed from the electron
density and collision frequency profiles, which are derived
from pressure, temperature, and composition data recorded
during several missions, namely Pioneer, Voyager, Galileo, and
Cassini. The conductivity profiles of the planetary interiors are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. Since density increases with depth
and the vacuum approximation is no longer valid, we employ
the approach of Simo˜es et al. (2008a, 2008b) to derive the
permittivity of the interior of the giant planets, assuming that:
(1) the refractivity is a linear function of gas density, (2) the
medium response can be extrapolated from the radiofrequency
to the TLF–ELF range, i.e., non-dispersive medium conditions
at low frequency apply, (3) the contributions other than that
of hydrogen are neglected (more elaborate approaches are
considered if the water content ratio exceeds ∼0.1%), and
(4) the relative permittivity of liquid hydrogen is ∼1.25. A
more elaborated analysis of refractivity effects in ELF wave
propagation can be found elsewhere (Simo˜es et al. 2008b).
We first employ the eigenvalue analysis to determine the
eigenfrequencies and Q-factors of isotropic cavities (Simo˜es
et al. 2008a). For a qualitative estimation of the cavity leakage,
the electric and magnetic fields are computed with a full wave
harmonic propagation algorithm in an anisotropic medium. For
the sake of simplicity, we employ a vertical Hertz dipole to
model the electromagnetic sources (Simo˜es et al. 2009) and
consider a dipolar static magnetic field of known magnitude at
the equator (Table 1).
In addition to the conductivity profile variability with water
content, estimates of the TLF–ELF wave magnitude resulting
from cavity leakage are invaluable for establishing the detection
range and defining instrumentation requirements. We therefore
use a full wave harmonic propagation model to compute the
electric and magnetic field amplitudes as function of distance
to the source. The open boundary (r→∞) is approximated by a
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) placed at r ∼ 102 R. The PML
approach is used to avoid wave reflection on the edge of the do-
main. We consider a vertical Hertz dipole radiating in the TLF
range, of arbitrary amplitude and located at r = R, and compute
the electromagnetic field distribution inside and outside the cav-
ity. A similar approach to that applied by Simo˜es et al. (2009) to
the Earth cavity in the VLF range is employed here to derive the
conductivity tensor on the giant planets, i.e., taking into account
the Pedersen and Hall conductivity corrections. The conduc-
tivity tensor is derived from the Appleton–Hartree dispersion
relation that describes the refractive index for electromagnetic
wave propagation in cold magnetized plasma.
The present numerical model has already been used for es-
timating eigenfrequencies of planetary environments and has
been validated against Earth cavity data, namely ELF spectra
and atmospheric conductivity. Consistent results are therefore
expected as long as the conductivity profiles are reliable. For the
sake of simplicity, we consider a scalar conductivity to evalu-
ate cavity eigenvalues because anisotropic corrections (Budden
1979; Simo˜es et al. 2009) are small compared to the conductiv-
ity profile uncertainty. Nonetheless, the conductivity tensor is
included in the full wave harmonic propagation model to com-
pute the electric and magnetic field amplitude resulting from
cavity leakage, which allows for spacecraft–planet distance ver-
sus instrument sensitivity assessments. We choose 2D axisym-
metric approximations whenever possible and 3D formulations
otherwise.
6. RESULTS
In this work we address wave propagation primarily in the
Uranian planets for the following reasons. First, the major ob-
jective is to investigate the suitability of the proposed technique
for estimating the water content in the gaseous envelopes from
Schumann resonance measurements. Second, water content un-
certainty in the gaseous envelope of Uranus and Neptune is large,
and therefore the technique proposed here would be more valu-
able for those environments. Third, unless significantly different
conductivity profiles are conjectured, the eigenfrequencies and
Q-factors of the cavities of Jupiter and Saturn would be similar
to those reported previously (cf. Table 2 and results reported
by Simo˜es et al. 2008a). Finally, enhanced parameterizations
are deemed necessary to quantify electromagnetic field leakage
through planetary ionospheres, namely regarding source char-
acteristics such as spatial and temporal variability of lightning;
since the magnetic fields of the Jovian planets are stronger than
those of Uranus and Neptune, anisotropic corrections should be
more important there. A more elaborate model is nevertheless
under development to compute wave propagation through the
ionosphere, estimate cavity leakage as a function of lightning,
ionospheric, and magnetospheric characteristics that may pro-
vide useful predictions for the Juno (en route to Jupiter) and
Cassini (currently operating in orbit at Saturn) missions or fu-
ture endeavors.
Voyager 2 measured the ionospheric electron density pro-
file (Lindal et al. 1987; Tyler et al. 1989; Lindal 1992) with
some discrepancy between ingress and egress, especially in the
case of Uranus. Two conductivity profiles of the atmosphere
and ionosphere are derived for Uranus from the Voyager data
sets, based on analogies with Earth aeronomy and modeling;
in the case of Neptune, a single profile is used (Capone et al.
1977; Chandler & Waite 1986). Since the eigenfrequencies are
affected little by atmospheric conductivity uncertainties due to
the dominance of the interior contribution, the present model
takes into account deeper variability only. Supplementary infor-
mation regarding the calculation of atmospheric and ionospheric
conductivity profiles of the giant planets can be found elsewhere
(Sentman 1990b; Simo˜es et al. 2008a).
In the case of the Jovian planets, where the water content
uncertainty appears to be smaller than for Uranus and Neptune,
we consider the conductivities shown in Figure 3 and compute
eigenfrequencies and Q-factors of the mean, maximum, and
minimum profiles. Table 2 shows the results of the eigenfrequen-
cies and Q-factors of the three lowest eigenmodes of Jupiter and
Saturn. Although the conductivity profile uncertainty produces
minor variations in eigenfrequency and Q-factors, Schumann
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Table 2
Planetary Cavities Computed Eigenfrequencies
Conductivity Profile Mode Planet Reference
Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune
f (Hz) Q [1] f (Hz) Q [1] f (Hz) Q [1] f (Hz) Q [1]
Minimum 1 0.736 7.022 0.772 3.672 2.429 19.01 2.521 15.46 Liu (2006)
2 1.308 6.816 1.401 3.705 4.245 17.54 4.416 15.52
3 1.885 6.844 2.039 3.707 6.036 16.34 6.293 15.66
Intermediate 1 0.734 7.896 0.763 3.597 1.025 4.08 1.109 2.04
2 1.296 7.913 1.386 3.252 1.992 4.06 2.030 2.11
3 1.855 7.717 2.030 3.037 3.037 4.93 2.961 1.75
Maximum 1 0.752 9.791 0.767 4.062 × × × ×
2 1.318 10.85 1.381 4.275 × × × ×
3 1.878 10.82 1.997 4.278 × × × ×
Equatorial radius 71,500 km 1 0.575 5.202 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sentman (1990b)
2 1.017 5.938 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 1.456 6.539 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mean radius 69,900 km 1 0.584 5.038 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 1.040 5.625 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 1.495 6.218 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Polar 66,850 km 1 0.616 5.047 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 1.100 5.234 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 1.588 5.318 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notes. Lowest eigenfrequencies of the giant planets for the conductivity profiles shown in Figures 3 and 4. The maximum conductivity profiles of
Uranus and Neptune, corresponding to a water mixing ratio 0.1, prevent formation of resonant modes.
resonances could be used to confirm whether the hydrogen ion-
ization processes are realistic as function of depth, and to assess
impurity mixing ratios in the envelope as well. For Jupiter, the
results for conductivity profiles derived by Sentman (1990b) and
Liu (2006) produce somewhat dissimilar eigenfrequencies and
Q-factors due to differences in the conductivity profile. These
results are also important to confirm that eigenfrequencies and
Q-factors are more sensitive to the conductivity profile than to
cavity shape, e.g., equatorial versus polar radius.
Figure 4 takes into account the water content uncertainty
in the gaseous envelope of the Uranian planets and shows the
consequences for the conductivity profile. Because of the signif-
icant conductivity profile uncertainty, we compute the eigenfre-
quencies and Q-factors for various cavity parameterizations. To
facilitate the comparisons among various parameters, namely
water mixing ratio, an exponential conductivity profile with two
parameters is considered:
σint(r) = σ (ro) e(ro−r)/Hd = σoe(ro−r)/Hd , (5)
where r is the radial distance, ro < r < R + h, ro = R-d, and
Hd is the interior conductivity profile scale height. A conduc-
tivity profile is therefore defined by the ordered pair {Hd, σ o}.
Figures 5 and 6 show the eigenfrequencies and Q-factors of the
cavities of Uranus and Neptune as a function of conductivity
profile parameterization. Table 2 shows the three lowest eigen-
modes computed for the conductivity profiles shown in Figure 4
(water content: 0, 0.01, and 0.1).
The plots presented in Figures 5 and 6 for Uranus and Nep-
tune, respectively, correspond to specific cavity configurations,
using Equation (5) and the conductivity constraints shown in
Figure 4. The water content (magenta lines) is derived from
the evaluations of Nellis et al. (1996) and Liu (2006). These
estimates are indicative only and the results should be inter-
preted with caution. The conductivity profiles may be unre-
alistic, but they are nonetheless representative and lend them-
selves to a qualitative discussion that illustrates how, conversely,
the Schumann resonance characterizes the conductivity profile.
Figure 5 presents the eigenfrequencies and Q-factors of the
Uranus cavity for the three lowest eigenmodes as functions of
interior scale height, Hd, and interface conductivity, σ o. Al-
though one eigenmode is usually sufficient to identify the corre-
sponding exponential conductivity profile ({f1,Q1}→{Hd,σ o}),
we present the eigenfrequencies and Q-factors of a few eigen-
modes for information. The left-hand side plots in Figure 5 illus-
trate the importance of characterizing multiple modes with both
the eigenfrequencies and Q-factors. These plots show two yel-
lowish stripes corresponding to similar frequencies but different
Q-factors; the effect is more evident in the lowest eigenmode.
This effect illustrates how multiple peaks in the Schumann reso-
nance spectrum can be used to further constrain the water mixing
ratio. While the convex boundaries in Figures 5 and 6 represent
the dry envelope limit, the concave ones result from multiple
constraints, namely minimum conductivity close to the inner
boundary, dry envelope conditions, and monotonic conductiv-
ity profiles. If the conductivity profile scale heights of Figure 4
are realistic, then the most plausible cavity parameterizations
are found along the gray line. Bites in the plots top right edge
are due to the lack of eigenvalues; wave resonance is hindered
because a critical damping is reached caused by high water
content. As expected, a combination of high Hd and σ o entails
significant cavity losses and, comparatively, wave propagation
conditions seem more favorable in Uranus than in Neptune, con-
firming previous simulations (Simo˜es et al. 2008a). The water
content affects both the frequency and Q-factor though more
importantly in the latter (see the magenta isolines in Figures 5
and 6).
A single scale height is considered for the Uranus and
Neptune interiors for the sake of simplicity, but a realistic
conductivity profile is certainly more intricate. On Earth, for
example, the atmospheric conductivity profile is better described
by two scale heights (Greifinger & Greifinger 1978; Sentman
1990a). An improved model that addresses a weakness in the
two-scale height model is when the local scale height changes
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Figure 5. Modeling results of (left) eigenfrequencies and (right) Q-factors of (from top) the three lowest eigenmodes as function of interface conductivity (σ o) and
scale height (Hd) of the Uranus cavity. In the bottom right panel, the magenta curves represent mean water contents in the gaseous envelope; cavity parameterizations
near the gray curve represent the most plausible conductivity profiles.
Figure 6. Same caption as in Figure 5 but for the cavity of Neptune.
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Figure 7. Normalized electric field amplitude of the lowest Schumann eigen-
mode as function of normalized radius of the planet, Rˆ, for (dash) Uranus, (dot)
Neptune, and (solid) Earth ionosphere equivalent configuration. The reference
Rˆ = 1 corresponds to an atmospheric pressure of 1 bar.
rapidly in the region of maximum Joule dissipation, and is
referred to as the “knee model,” has been described by Mushtak
and Williams (2002). In the case of the giant planets, mainly
Uranus and Neptune, a multiple scale height profile would be
preferable in order to differentiate interior, interior-atmospheric,
and ionospheric parameterizations. Information from additional
eigenmodes can be used to characterize conductivity profiles
with multiple scale heights. In principle, the number of scale
heights that can be constrained in the profile is equal to the
number of spectral peaks detected, provided eigenfrequencies
and Q-factors can be both measured accurately. The most
straightforward approach would consist in solving the direct
problem iteratively, starting from an initial guess and employing
minimization techniques to obtain the conductivity profile
best fit, which would then yield an estimation of the water
content of the gaseous envelope. If possible, it should also
be attempted to derive conductivity profiles directly from
eigenmode information, i.e., ordered pairs {fn,Qn}.
Figure 7 shows the electric field magnitude of a radiating
dipole as a function of the normalized radius of the planet. Far
from the planet, where the signal resulting from cavity leak-
age propagates almost in a vacuum, the electromagnetic field
variation with distance approaches the power law (E, B ∝ r−1)
resulting from spherical wave propagating in a lossless medium.
Amplitude asymptotic convergence to a theoretical solution
therefore corroborates the PML approach at large distance.
Since absolute comparisons are not viable because light-
ning stroke characteristics are unknown, a source of arbitrary
amplitude is selected. In addition to the previous Uranian
environments, we now consider a cavity with an ionospheric
parameterization equivalent to that of Earth. Although phys-
ically not representative, this comparison determines whether
detecting leakage from Uranus and Neptune cavities is more
demanding than at Earth. The electric field profiles of
Figure 7 suggest that wave leaking detection is more favorable
than at Earth because ionospheric attenuation is weaker. Since
the electron density peak in Uranus and Neptune is about two
and three orders of magnitude lower than at Earth, respectively
(Lindal et al. 1987; Tyler et al. 1989), integrated Pedersen and
Hall conductivities provide less wave attenuation through the
ionosphere. For example, at a distance of 1.1 R, the expected
electric field would be two orders of magnitude higher than
on Earth for a similar electromagnetic source. However, inter-
pretation must be made cautiously because cavity leakage is
also a function of Q-factor, aeronomy processes, and lightning
stroke power and rate characteristics. Consequently, subsequent
investigations of atmospheric electricity, namely lightning pro-
cesses, are needed so that cavity leakage assessments could be
improved. In theory, considering ionospheric plasma density,
magnetic field parameterization and assuming similar electro-
magnetic source characteristics, anticipated cavity leakage in
the Jovian planets is stronger than on Earth but weaker than on
Uranus and Neptune.
7. DISCUSSION
The most accurate way of evaluating the water content pro-
file of the giant planets is employing in situ techniques for
measuring the water mixing ratio in the gaseous envelope. This
approach was used by the Galileo probe Mass Spectrometer
during the descent through the atmosphere of Jupiter down to
∼20 bar (Mahaffy et al. 2000; Atreya et al. 2003). However, only
a small fraction of the envelope has been explored. Other solu-
tions involve Earth-orbiting observatories or dedicated space-
craft around the planets, e.g., Cassini at Saturn, employing
infrared, optical, or ultraviolet spectrometry to infer atmospheric
composition (e.g., Fouchet et al. 2005; Baines et al. 2009). The
microwave radiometer part of Juno, a forthcoming mission to
Jupiter, may provide accurate water content estimates possibly
down to about 200 bar (Matousek 2007). These options are re-
liable and accurate but allow for estimates of the envelope outer
shallow layer only, i.e., the atmosphere and ionosphere. Since
the connection between water content and electric conductiv-
ity is well established, in situ measurements of the conductiv-
ity profile would provide an indirect method for water content
assessments. During the descent in the atmosphere of Titan,
the Permittivity, Wave, and Altimetry analyzer on board the
Huygens probe performed electric conductivity measurements
from about 140 km down to the surface (Fulchignoni et al.
2005; Grard et al. 2006; Hamelin et al. 2007; Lo´pez-Moreno
et al. 2008). This option would be applicable in the giant planets
down to moderate depths only. Given that a connection among
the planetary Schumann resonance frequencies, conductivity
profile, and water content exists, TLF–ELF measurements pro-
vide a practical method for inferring the water content in the
envelope. On the other hand, C/NOFS data show that measure-
ments inside the cavity are not mandatory and that a remote
sensing method is likely to be practical for planets that possess
a magnetic field. Additionally, unlike other solutions that offer
local measurements only, Schumann resonance measurements
would provide a global distribution of the conductivity profile
and, consequently, better estimates of the mean water content.
As shown in Table 2 and Figures 5 and 6, Schumann resonance
modes can be used to estimate global water contents up to a
few percent in the Uranus and Neptune gaseous envelopes and,
to a lesser extent, to confirm whether the conductivity mod-
els of Jupiter and Saturn are realistic. Detection of terrestrial
Schumann resonance signatures on board C/NOFS unveils new
remote sensing capabilities for investigating atmospheric elec-
tricity and tropospheric–ionospheric coupling mechanisms, not
only on Earth but also other planetary environments that possess
a magnetic field. Observation of Schumann resonances above
the ionospheric F-peak was unexpected and requires revisiting
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analytical and numerical models, which are not fully consis-
tent with C/NOFS observations. However, although analytical
and numerical modeling requires significant improvements, it is
clear that medium anisotropy plays a key role in cavity leakage.
The snow line is an important concept to address the water
ice condensation front in protoplanetary disk accretion models,
to investigate convective and radiation phenomena as well as
and chemical processes, and was allegedly located near the
orbit of Jupiter when planets formed. The condensation front
would be expanding during the solar nebula coalescence and
subsequent disk accretion processes, and then receding again
throughout the cooling phase. For example, Stevenson & Lunine
(1988) argue that the Galilean satellites formed later than the
proto-Jupiter, allowing for late accretion of water into these
moons. Estimates of the relative abundance and variability of the
various elements in the solar system, in particular with respect
to solar average composition, are frequently achieved from
isotopic measurements. Information on the relative enrichment
and depletion of the various elements is then used to investigate
the early stages of the solar system. Measurements made by
the Galileo probe (Mahaffy et al. 2000) in Jupiter’s atmosphere
found less water than expected. Several explanations have been
proposed, including (1) non-representative measurements due
to sampling of a dry area of the atmosphere, (2) a larger
fraction of oxygen trapped in the core in the form of silicates,
(3) the water ratio being lower than expected in the solar
system, and (4) the snow line being located farther from the
Sun, suggesting more water is diffused toward the periphery of
the solar system. Relocating the snow line farther away would
imply that the Uranian planets are water-enriched; in the case of
Neptune, the water enrichment could be several hundred times
larger (e.g., Lodders & Fegley 1994). However, there are also
theoretical models that may be consistent with water and oxygen
depletion (Fegley & Prinn 1988). Measurement of water mixing
ratios in the giant planets would thus provide useful data for
constraining protoplanetary disk accretion models, offering a
better distribution of water throughout the solar system.
Figure 8 illustrates the rationale linking the water mixing
ratio, electrical conductivity profile, remote sensing and in situ
measurement techniques, Schumann resonance spectra, and pro-
toplanetary disk parameters. The water mixing ratio in the
gaseous envelope plays a key role in atmospheric chemistry,
which drives the electrical conductivity profile through molec-
ular reaction rates—e.g., recombination—and electron and ion
mobility. The presence of electrophilic species, in particular,
modifies the electrical conductivity by changing recombination
rates and cluster ion mobility. Along with geometry parame-
ters such as size, the conductivity profile drives the Schumann
resonance spectrum in the cavity. Both TLF–ELF electric and
magnetic field measurements can be used to estimate Schumann
resonance signatures. Remote sensing is often more versatile
than in situ measurements. For example, electric field measure-
ments are frequently noisier on board descent probes due to
shot noise, mainly below 10 Hz. A descent vessel is also more
susceptible to vibrations, which introduce additional artifacts to
the spectrograms. As suggested by our calculations, high water
mixing ratios would shift Schumann resonance toward lower
frequencies and produce broader peaks as well as weaker sig-
natures. In the case of Uranus and Neptune, a water mixing
ratio of ∼0.1 might change the frequencies and Q-factors by a
factor of 2 and 15 compared to those related to dry envelopes.
For the sake of comparison, variability of eigenfrequencies and
Q-factors on Earth due to lightning and ionospheric dynamics is
Figure 8. Illustration of the connection between the water mixing ratio,
conductivity profile, Schumann resonance spectrum, cavity leakage, and water
ice condensation front of the solar system. In situ and remote sensing of
TLF–ELF electric and magnetic fields in the giant planets yield the Schumann
resonance spectra and the respective electrical conductivity profile, which can be
used to infer the average water content in the gaseous envelope and to constrain
the water ice condensation front (snow line) of the protoplanetary disk from
which the solar system evolved.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
less than 10% and 50%, respectively. Since a 50% enrichment
or depletion of the water mixing ratio in the gaseous envelope
of Jupiter with respect to the solar average has significant impli-
cations for protoplanetary disk models, discrimination between
a water mixing ratio of 0.1 and 0.01 in the Uranian planets
would provide key information for a better understanding of the
formation and evolution of the solar system.
8. CONCLUSION
Limited data of volatiles abundance, namely water, ammonia,
and methane in the outer planets prevent the development of
accurate models of the protoplanetary disk dynamics, from
which the solar system evolved. Thus, knowledge of the water
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mixing ratio in the gas giants is crucial to constraining the
protosolar nebula composition. Water content estimates have
been measured so far with both in situ and remote sensing
techniques. These approaches generally yield local atmospheric
composition only, down though to pressure levels of tens of bars.
However, extrapolating local composition measurements to the
whole gaseous envelope might be inappropriate, particularly at
large depths.
We propose here a new approach for estimating the global
water content of the giant planet envelopes from Schumann res-
onance measurements. Water has a clear impact on the electrical
conductivity and Schumann resonance signatures. Compared to
a dry gaseous envelope, the predicted eigenfrequencies of the
cavity of Uranus and Neptune show a threefold decrease when
the water content reaches 10%. The Q-factors are even more sen-
sitive and decrease by as much as a factor of 40. We therefore
advocate performing in situ and remote sensing TLF–ELF elec-
tric and magnetic field measurements to probe the water global
distribution in the gaseous envelopes, at depths of hundreds,
possibly thousands, of kilometers. As seen from the C/NOFS
satellite ELF spectra, Schumann resonance detection from orbit
is feasible, which presents an obvious advantageous compared
to in situ observations. Assuming similar lightning characteris-
tics, preliminary models shows that wave leakage in the outer
planets would be stronger than on Earth, suggesting detection
of Schumann resonance signatures may even be easier there.
Identification of multiple peaks from TLF–ELF spectra would
further improve the conductivity profile and corresponding wa-
ter content estimates. Combining both remote sensing and in
situ techniques would of course strengthen synergistic analyses
of the volatiles composition.
A Schumann resonance spectrum will be excited in the cavity
of the gaseous giants if there are sufficiently powerful electrical
drivers, such as lightning. Modeling confirms that with plausible
conductivity profiles the distinctive resonance spectrum will
form and therefore be usable for probing the conductivity
of the shallow interior of the planets. Electric and magnetic
antennas could therefore be used not only to study atmospheric
electricity and wave propagation but to estimate water content
in the gaseous envelopes, to infer the volatile abundance in the
protosolar nebula from which the solar system evolved, and to
constrain the water ice condensation front and better locate the
snow line in protoplanetary disk accretion models. The accurate
assessment of the water content in the giant planets could also
perhaps contribute to the understanding of the formation and
dynamics of outer solar system objects, from the Kuiper Belt to
the Oort cloud.
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